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Both the Tour de France and the BIALL Conference have now bid a fond farewell to
beautiful Harrogate but in this edition of the BIALL Newsletter you can re-live
memories, if not of breaking free of the peloton and sprinting across finishing lines,
then of the key issues and events explored in the 2014 Conference via feedback
from our very own (bursary) winners. We also welcome the reports from our new
President, Marianne Barber, and from the standing committees, including several
new committee chairs who have inherited the mantles (and possibly the yellow
jerseys) of leadership. Our sponsor this month is Wolters Kluwer, who take us
through their portfolio of key texts and online resources and recount their own
experience of Conference. And continuing that theme, Angela Donaldson reports
back from the Canadian Association of Law Libraries/L’Association Canadienne des
Bibliothèques de Droit (CALL/ACBD) Annual Conference held this year in Winnipeg,
providing some fascinating and moving insights into the little known Indian
Residential Schools. Angela Schofield shares a day in her life at the Advocates
Library in Edinburgh, which receives the prize for most frequent contribution to a
single Newsletter by also supplying our “On the Spot-ee”: Jane Condie. You can also
read about the latest BIALL, CLSIG & SLA Europe Graduate Open Day in a report
from Mark Pexton, then catch up on recent additions to the BIALL How do I wiki
from Alicja Surmiak of the PR & Promotions Committee.
This is my last Newsletter as an editor and I would like to say what an enjoyable and
interesting experience it has been (the committee brainstorm to come up with new
On the Spot questions springs to mind…you should see some of the questions we
rejected!) and I would like to thank my fellow editors and encourage anyone to join
the Publications Committee.
Barbara
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=
=
=
=
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President’s Column
Another year whizzes past and I can’t help reflecting that in the time it takes to compose
this, my first piece as BIALL President, many more hours of video will have been
uploaded to YouTube and big data will just have gotten bigger!
As the gavel went down on the 2014 Conference in Harrogate there was a good buzz in
the Exhibition Hall and the themes of the last three days were still being discussed,
which is always a good sign. The programme had done its job of sparking interest and
leading us to the sharing of knowledge. Some of the phrases that stood out for me were
“decision-ready information”, “new is what happened in the last hour”, “digital dementia”
(no idea where I am or how I got here) and “work/life fudge” (blurring of the boundaries
as a result of ubiquitous availability of information). The topic of information literacy also
came up at regular intervals, even though it wasn’t officially on the agenda, along with
the role of librarian as educator.

Marianne Barber

So now the gavel is passed on to me and I am looking forward to working with and for
the members of BIALL in the coming year. I have been very fortunate to serve my
“apprentice” year as President Elect with Jas Breslin as President. Her energy and
enthusiasm have resulted in BIALL’s involvement with the Sierra Leone project and the
foundations of the two year rolling strategic plan for BIALL. I will be taking the latter
forward and working with the incoming President Elect, Karen Palmer, to identify some of
the targets for this year and the next. We won’t be losing Jas completely as she now
takes on the role of Immediate Past President. If any of you have been inspired to get
more involved with the working of the organisation, please do get in touch with her.
I would also like to thank James Mullan, who steps down from his official role as
Immediate Past President and from his unofficial role as mentor.
Fortunately, for me Angela Donaldson continues as Honorary Secretary as does Julie
Ferris in the role of Honorary Treasurer. I also get to keep a wonderful group of Council
members – Richard Grove, David Percik, Nicola Sales, Sandra Smyth and Lillian
Stevenson. Stepping down from committee roles are Ian Hunter (PR & Promotions),
Karen Palmer (Web). Incoming chairs are Anneli Sarkanen (PR & Promotions) and Maria
Robertson (Web). Lisa Anderson has been acting as maternity cover for Jackie Hanes
(Professional Development). I would like to say a big “thank you” to the BIALL Officers,
Council members, committee chairs and committee members who somehow manage to
fit in work for BIALL alongside their day jobs. I hope, like me, they enjoy the rewards of
improving their skills-set, joining up with people from a range of organisations and
making lasting friendships.
A bit about me for those of you who don’t know me: Portsmouth in 1998 (I had to look it
up!) was my first BIALL conference. Since then I’ve served on the Web Committee twice
(once as a rookie member and later on as Chair), completed two terms on Council as an
ordinary member and in between enjoyed a stint on the Editorial Board of LIM (I was very
proud to have my name on the inside cover of the journal). In my day job I am Head of
Libraries & Information at the University of Law (formerly the College of Law), based in
Chester (for the purposes of orientation that’s not far from the border with North Wales,
although I doubt if anyone’s sense of direction is as bad as mine!) This means I am
horribly familiar with the ins and outs of booking reasonably priced train tickets to
London and the inner workings of Euston station. I know enough about technology to
want to do new things with it (I have Gorman’s revision of Ranganathan’s Five Laws firmly
attached to my office wall) but not enough to be able to make those things happen
myself. Luckily we have enough good brains on our committees to work the magic and so
you may have guessed that using technology intelligently will be one of the themes of the
coming year. We also need to look at what you the membership want to get out of BIALL
and how we best utilise our resources to support new entrants to the profession and
spread the word about what law librarians can do for their organisations. What role does
BIALL play in relation to other professional organisations?
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President’s Column - continued
In July I will be representing BIALL in San Antonio, Texas, at the AALL conference
(American Association of Law Librarians). My close associates will know that I don’t like
flying and I don’t “do” extreme heat, so you can see how important I believe it is to
take up these invitations to take part in overseas conferences. When I attended the
Canadian conference in 2003 as a bursary winner, it revolutionised the way I looked at
the profession of law librarian. Already I have been picking up ideas about how to do
things differently within BIALL from talking to the Vice President of AALL while she was
at Harrogate and I hope to bring back more ideas from their conference.
As I have said before, the term of office may only be for one year but in a sense the
President, President Elect and the Immediate Past President work as a team and I look
forward to working with Jas and Karen, the members of Council and the various
committees over the next 12 months. Please do contact me if there are any issues that
you’d like BIALL to address - or better still, come and be part of the team that makes
things happen!
Marianne Barber
BIALL President

BIALL Honorary Secretary’s Report
Following majority votes at the AGM in Harrogate, I’ve been busy organising a postal
ballot to confirm the proposed changes to the constitution. I’ve also updated the
Regulations, following the vote to accept changes to some sections of the Regs, and
the amended Regulations have now been uploaded to the BIALL website.
The next BIALL Council meeting will be held at IALS on the 25th July, where Council will
approve the membership of the Standing Committees for the coming year.
Angela Donaldson
BIALL Secretary

Angela Donaldson
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Council Officers & Members
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President
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The University of Law
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Council Member
Richard Grove
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Chapel Mill
29 Tamworth Road
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President Elect
Karen Palmer
Simmons & Simmons LLP
CityPoint
One Ropemaker Street
London
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Council Member
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CityPoint
One Ropemaker Street
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Email: jbreslin@mofo.com

Council Member
Nicola Sales
Clifford Whitworth Library
University of Salford
Salford
Manchester
M5 4WT
Tel: +44 (0)161 295 6649
N.Sales@salford.ac.uk

Honorary Treasurer
Julie Ferris
Allen & Overy LLP
One Bishops Square
London
E1 6AD
Tel: +44 (0)20 3088 2998
Email: julie.ferris@allenovery.com

Council Member
Sandra Smythe
Mishcon de Reya Solicitors
Summit House
12 Red Lion Square
London
WC1R 4QD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7440 7462
sandra.smythe@mishcon.com

Honorary Secretary
Angela Donaldson
Nottingham Trent University
The Boots Library
Goldsmith Street
Nottingham
NG1 5LS
angela.donaldson@ntu.ac.uk

Council Member
Lillian Stevenson
Llyfrgell Hugh Owen Library
Prifysgol Aberystwyth University
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Tel: +44 (0)1970 621514
E-mail: lis@aber.ac.uk

News from Standing Committees
Awards and Bursaries Committee
As this is the first newsletter since the annual conference in Harrogate, let me say a
huge congratulations to all 2014 award winners on behalf of the Awards and Bursaries
Committee. For those of you who weren’t at the conference, here is a list of winners:
• Lexis Library Awards: Best Legal Information Service outside of London
(Commercial Sector): Mills & Reeve
• Lexis Library Awards: Best Legal Information Service in London (Commercial
Sector): Mishcon de Reya
• Lexis Library Awards: Best Legal Information Service (Non-Commercial Sector):
Lincoln's Inn Library
• Wallace Breem Memorial Award: Natasha Choolhun, University of Law
• Wildy BIALL Law Librarian of the Year: Lillian Stevenson, Aberystwyth University
• Legal Journals Award: Legal Action, published by Legal Action Group
• Supplier of the Year: Wildy & Sons Ltd
• Life membership: John Furlong
Further information about the awards and winners is on the BIALL website. To see
photos of them being presented with their awards please look at the BIALL Flickr
pages: https://www.flickr.com/photos/biall/sets/
Lisa Davies
Congratulations too to the recipients of the following sponsored conference bursaries,
and thank you again to our sponsors for their continued generous support:
• CLIG Bursary: Kristel Petrou, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton
• Thomson Reuters Bursary: Annette Ramsden, University of Central Lancashire
• Kluwer Law International Bursary: Susanne Mysen, Wiersholm AS (Oslo)
In addition, the President’s Bursary was awarded to Ruth Bird and Peter Clinch.
Library School Bursaries were awarded to students YiWen Hon from the University of
Sheffield and to Sarah Robinson from UCL. And, as if that wasn’t enough, BIALL
awarded nine bursaries to personal and institutional BIALL members: Ann Byrne,
Karen Bates, Katie Carter, Polly Harper, Zoe Melling, Louise Moyes, Catherine Taylor,
Margaret Watson and Elaine Wintle. You can read more about the experiences of the
bursary winners later in the newsletter. We do hope their stories will inspire you to
apply next year.
In other ABC news, we have awarded a bursary to Angela Donaldson from Nottingham
Trent University to attend the Society of Legal Scholars Conference in September,
where she is presenting a paper called ‘The four R’s of an LLB: Referencing, Research,
Relatedness and Rhetorical Competence: An invitation to the research community’.
Good luck Angela! Don’t forget that as a BIALL member, you too can apply for a bursary
for any work related course or conference. We’d love to hear from you.
Finally I’d like to bid a fond farewell to Linda Jones and Julie Hamley who are standing
down from the ABC Committee. Thank you for all your hard work on the committee over
the last three years.
Lisa Davies
Chair, Awards and Bursaries Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Conference Committee
The very successful and very sunny Harrogate 2014 Conference came to an end on
Saturday, 14 June.
The Committee are starting to review the evaluations from exhibitors and delegates
and preparing for Brighton 2015.
Here’s just a snippet of the 2014 Conference in pictures.

Gillian Watt

Julie Hamley ga
ve the biggest
grin of
the entire conf
erence when sh
e won
a bottle of cham
pagne in the
Exhibition Raf
fle. It really do
es pay to
work the Exhibi
tion Hall to mee
t our
lovely Exhibito
rs and to win
a prize!

A packed room
during a sessio
n in the
conference pr
ogramme. Fu
ll
ho
use,
standing room
only!

Peter Ebdon of
The British Libr
ary and Yorksh
our James Mar
ire lad was
tin during The
Saturday Kitche
cooking on ga
n.
He was
s! Jas Breslin
and Jon Beaum
“Food Heaven!
on
t declare
” all round.

The Royal Hal
l looked stunni
ng for the Pres
Annual Dinner
ident’s
and awards. W
e raised a very
respectable £
866 for our Cha
rity Raffle, with
our generous
thanks to
prize donors.
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Phil Bradley ki
cks off the conf
erence
programme w
ith his fascinat
ing and
informative ta
lk – here he is
in full flow.

Gillian Watt
Chair, Conference Committee

News from Standing Committees - continued
PR & Promotions Committee
Hello BIALL members! This is my first column as Chair (eek!) of the PR Committee, which
is pretty nerve-racking but I’ve had some great support from outgoing chair Ian Hunter and
I know I’ll be able to call on him if I have any questions. It has been a pleasure working
with him as his vice-chair these past three years - he is sure due a decent break from
committee work, until we can tempt him back for more!
As well as Ian standing down, we are also saying goodbye to Helen Marshall who has been
with us for a number of years. Thanks Helen!
But we are welcoming new members Tom Cookson and Lucy Angier, whose place on the
committee will hopefully be approved by Council in a few days. Tina Tse is stepping up to
the vice-chair post.

Legal Beagle

Anneli Sarkanen

Our columns have continued with success in CILIP Update, with recent topics being the
passage of bills through Parliament to coincide with the Queen’s Speech and also an
update on mobile apps from Sally Peat. It is with sadness though that as I’m taking over
as Chair that this regular column is due to come to an end. The spot is being handed over
to a CILIP group but we hope that CILIP Update will consider us again soon to provide a
monthly column. The last Legal Beagle will appear in the August issue. Many thanks to all
those who put in the hard work writing for the column and promoting BIALL and the work
of our members to the wider librarian community and to Ian for driving this initiative over
the past year.

Twitter
Ian did a super job arranging for people to tweet from the @BIALL_UK Twitter account
during the Conference sessions - with thanks to Karen Palmer who provided best practice
on scheduling this! We aimed to have all tweets tagged with #BIALL2014 and a tag to
designate the session it related to e.g. #1A. As someone who couldn’t make the
Conference this year, I found this really valuable and helped get a feel for the Conference
from London. We have 926 followers now, up from 863 in May.
Speaking of the Conference, the PR committee sent out press releases covering the
awards from Friday night to our contacts including Legal Technology Insider, and have
been promised coverage in CILIP Update. The BIALL Wildy Law Librarian of the Year award
was picked up by the Welsh Higher Education Forum and the conference was also briefly
covered by an IAM blog post. Ian also arranged for some goodies to help celebrate the 5th
birthday of the BIALL wiki. These were given out at the AGM and were, as our council
liaison Sandra said, to represent how the wiki is like a light in the dark. We hope you like
them!
I also understand at Have Your Say there was some discussion on how BIALL promotes
itself to non-members and the non-librarian community. I think this is a great catalyst to
start getting some ideas on how we can do this. Whilst I might normally ask people to join
the committee, by the time this column hits your inboxes I will have started a discussion
on the BIALL LinkedIn group to garner ideas about how we can do this. Feel free to
suggest ideas without fear of being volunteered!
Anneli Sarkanen
Chair, PR & Promotions Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Supplier Liaison Group
Committee Member news
Joy Caisley has now completed her three years on the committee and steps down.
She has made an invaluable contribution to the Supplier Liaison Group especially
since I recall she told me when I first met her that she didn’t really care for committee
work!
N.B. Try active BIALL membership – you might like it!!
I am delighted to announce that we have two new members both from Integreon –
Sophie Thompson and Neil Edwards. Sophie is our new Vice- Chair. They are already
making important contributions. Sophie attended her first BIALL conference in
Harrogate and thoroughly enjoyed it! In my view there is no better way to get a feel for
BIALL.

Supplier of the Year Award 2014 – Full results (not just the winner)
The Supplier of the Year award is always hotly contested. It is made on the basis of a
survey of BIALL members organised by the Supplier Liaison Group. The full results of
the survey are now available on the SLG page of the BIALL website.
Jackie Fishleigh

The response rate this year was 126 which is very healthy, lower than the 142 last year
but much better than when it dipped to 57 in 2012.
We had a tie in third place between Hein who also came third last year and newcomers
to the top three, Justis! Well done to them both. In second place this year and another
new name at the top are Hart who were recently acquired by Bloomsbury. Hart are
known for producing high quality specialist legal texts at affordable prices. Long may
this tradition continue.
Last year’s winners were Wildy with an average score of 4.73 out of 5. This year they
won again and with a higher average score of 4.79!
There were over 50 glowing comments for Wildy made by respondents. These were
extraordinary in their warmth, praise and admiration. Here are just a few:
“Nothing is ever too much trouble and they treat their customers like friends”
“Always efficient, polite, quick. Excellent service all around....fantastic service - quick,
no fuss, very helpful”
“I just can't fault them - they do exactly what you want them to!”

Survey prize draw winners
This year our carrot was a £50 John Lewis/Waitrose voucher for two lucky people.
The winners were:
Clare Heald, freelance law librarian in the Reading/Winchester area
Rosemary Shakespeare, freelance bar librarian in the London area

Latest committee meeting
This was held on Thursday 3rd April at BPP Law School near Holborn in London.
David Percik our Council Liaison kindly hosted and being our survey guru he also
chaired.
Next committee meeting - TBA.
Jackie Fishleigh
Chair, Supplier Liaison Group
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New BIALL Handbook of
Legal Information Management
Coming Soon
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News from Wolters Kluwer

Wolters Kluwer Law & Business
For those of you that aren’t familiar with Wolters Kluwer, we specialise in international
cross border transactions with a portfolio of key texts and online research services
covering Arbitration and Alternative Dispute Resolution, Competition, Tax and
Intellectual Property disciplines. In our first contribution to the BIALL newsletter, we
want to highlight the new and upcoming features of the leading online research service
on International Arbitration: Kluwer Arbitration (www.KluwerArbitration.com). And we
will also share some of our experience at BIALL 2014.
Over the past year, we have added two new journals to Kluwer Arbitration:

Indian Journal of Arbitration Law (IJAL) –
The only journal in the field that deals extensively with arbitration in India, a country of
growing interest and importance for arbitration. The content will help customers to
identify and understand trends, developments and procedural issues related to
arbitration in India.

Revista Brasileira de Arbitragem –
Have access to this highly respected journal, licensed from the Comitê Brasileiro de
Arbitragem (CBAr) & IOB, to keep you abreast on both Brazilian and international
doctrine and jurisprudence.

Chinese Court Decision Summaries on Arbitration
Last year we added Chinese Court Decision Summaries on Arbitration to Kluwer
Arbitration. The case summaries provide detail on previous cases to enable
practitioners to assess whether it makes sense to arbitrate with Chinese parties when
you may have to enforce your award in China later on. New in March– inclusion of an
additional 224 summaries related to decisions concerning the annulment of arbitral
awards. This completes the initial China Database and will bring the total to just under
500 cases.

VAT Treatment of Arbitrator Services - Smart Chart™
This new Smart Chart provides key Questions and focused Answers, offering practical
guidance on VAT for arbitrator services on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis. Composed
of 21 questions, this Smart Chart provides an “at-a-glance” overview of the VAT rules
relating to the treatment of arbitrator services for a particular jurisdiction. The
standard format of the questionnaire enables you to compare a particular
question/aspect for a selection of jurisdictions.
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News from Wolters Kluwer - continued
International Handbook on Commercial Arbitration Comparison Tool
The Handbook contains authoritative country reports prepared by leading arbitrators,
academics and practitioners on national arbitral practice, as well as the relevant
national legislation (in English).
Covering arbitral law and practice in over 70 countries, the ICCA Handbook is an
essential tool for anyone practising in international arbitration across multiple
jurisdictions.

Updated Search Functionality
By the end of the year, we will have updated the Search functionality of Kluwer
Arbitration, so the best is yet to come…

BIALL 2014
This year the conference took place in the picturesque spa town of Harrogate in North
Yorkshire and opened to a strongly attended delegation of information and
knowledge managers and legal librarians from the UK and Ireland, all keen
to discuss the latest trends effecting their market and perhaps experience
the delights of Betty’s Tea Rooms in the town centre!
Our sponsored attendee this year was Susanne Mysen, Head Librarian of
Norwegian firm Advokatfirmaet Wiersholm AS and we were delighted to
welcome her to the conference.
The Wolters Kluwer stand was steadily visited throughout the days, partly
thanks to some enticing Wolters Kluwer branded gifts but mostly down to
the charismatic and enthusiastic quartet of Sarah Jones, Sheena
Nathwani, John Planck and David Bartolone. Both Sheena and John were
able to catch up and discuss the latest Kluwer offerings with their
attending clients and show them the latest product updates.
Congratulations to Margaret Watson from Bodleian Law Library, who
won our prize draw.
For more information or questions contact John (John.Planck@kluwerlaw.com) or
Sheena (Sheena.Nathwani@kluwerlaw.com)
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CALL Conference 2014
At the end of May, I was delighted to attend the 52nd Canadian Association of Law
Libraries/L’Association Canadienne des Bibliothèques de Droit (CALL/ACBD) Annual
Conference in Winnipeg, Manitoba, as the official BIALL representative. Winnipeg
experiences extremes of temperature; this winter it got down as low as minus 45
degrees, and when I arrived it was at the other end of the scale, at 32 degrees. So I got
a warm welcome in two ways – from the weather and from the CALL Executive Board and
the CALL members!
The CALL Conference is a very similar size to the BIALL Conference, and has much the
same feel to it, so I quickly felt at home. As Canada is such a vast country, the Annual
Conference is the main opportunity for CALL committees and special interest groups to
meet in person, so on the Sunday there were a number of business meetings and vendor
demos. I attended the Academic Law Libraries SIG meeting, where the main issues
discussed would be familiar to academic law librarians in the UK – the challenges
presented by federated search environments and the challenges in engaging students in
legal research skills. Also on Sunday was the President’s Roundtable event, an
interactive forum where the attendees were able to brainstorm ideas about the future
direction of the Association. Sunday evening saw the Opening Reception, held at the
Manitoba Museum and generously sponsored by Wildys and the ICLR.
Angela Donaldson

The Conference proper got underway on Monday and ended on Wednesday lunchtime.
Like our conference, there were a mixture of plenary and parallel sessions, so plenty for
everybody and every sector. If you want to hear at length about all the sessions I went to,
by all means email me directly. I’m only going to describe one session here – this
particular session isn't really going to impact my working life, but it had an emotional
impact on the whole audience, which is why I want to pass it on here.
The plenary session on Tuesday was entitled “Mandate, methods and results of the Truth
& Reconciliation Commission”. It was delivered by the Hon. Mr Justice Murray Sinclair,
Chair of the Commission, which was set up to inform all Canadians about what
happened in Indian Residential Schools. Starting in the 19th century, the Canadian
Government removed aboriginal children from their homes and families and deposited
them in residential schools hundreds of miles away. The aim was to “assimilate” them
into mainstream society, by teaching them English, converting them to Christianity and
exposing them to Canadian customs – thus, robbing them of their native culture and
traditions in what could be described as cultural genocide. Emotional, physical and
sexual abuse was common within the schools, and remarkably some of the schools were
still in operation up to the 1990s, meaning that there are still many survivors alive today.
The TRC was established in 2008 to document the experiences of survivors and to
report to the federal government on the legacy of the residential school system.
The Commission also has a mandate to educate today’s younger generation about this
period in the country’s history. The TRC’s website (www.trc.ca) has a wealth of
information, including videos, for anyone who is interested in finding out more. Some of
the survivors’ testimony was played during the session, which had quite a few members
of the audience reaching for their hankies – not something you normally experience at a
law librarians’ conference. I had never heard of Indian Residential Schools before this
talk, and assumed at first that this was because I was an ignorant Brit – but after
speaking to other CALL members, it seems that many of them were unaware of this
having taken place in their own country too.
I had a fantastic time in Winnipeg and met loads of lovely people and useful contacts,
many of whom I’ve already connected to on LinkedIn. Although I went as the official
BIALL delegate, BIALL offers bursaries for overseas conferences – attending an overseas
conference is a wonderful staff development chance to broaden your horizons and gain
new insights, so why not go for it? And this time next year, one of you could be writing a
report on your trip to the 53rd Annual CALL Conference in Monkton, New Brunswick!
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Angela Donaldson
BIALL Secretary

Day in the Life
Angela Schofield, Bibliographic Services Librarian at the Advocates
Library in Edinburgh shares a day in her life.
I am the Bibliographic Services Librarian at the Advocates Library, with a team of two
staff. Our responsibilities include cataloguing, stock management and collection care.
There is a reassuring routine to the start of my day, every morning, on the way into
work I get my one cup of coffee for the day. That is about as much caffeine as I can
cope with, but is definitely a requirement if I hope to be functional by 9.00am!
As usual, my first task is checking and responding to e-mails. I have developed quite a
bit of knowledge of the older collections through my role so I occasionally get to deal
with the more obscure historical enquiries. On this particular morning an interesting email was received from an individual wishing to find out if the library had any
information on their ancestor, who worked in the library until their death. The
information found turned out to be somewhat strange - the former member of staff had
in fact passed away in the library. The Faculty Records contained a report of the body
being removed, discreetly, early the next morning! The enquirer was given permission
to consult the records at the National Library of Scotland (NLS). Sadly we never heard
if they found the information gratifying or horrifying!
Angela Schofield

Enquiry completed, after a tea break, my next priority was to write up a condition
assessment undertaken in the previous week on items on display at Abbotsford, in the
library of Sir Walter Scott; the Faculty is responsible for the care of the library there.
It is part of my role to ensure that the items selected for display are in a suitable
condition and have appropriate stands. The results of the condition assessment are
reported back to the committee which manages the care of the collections at
Abbotsford.
A little after noon, I settle down to a regular Monday morning task of serials /
electronic resources cataloguing - there are usually a few title changes, maybe a new
title, to add to the catalogue. This clears the decks for the arrival of the week’s legal
deposit accessions from the NLS.
We have a shared history with the NLS as it was created from the non-legal collections
of the Advocates Library in 1925. The link between our libraries continues as we
receive legal deposit accessions for law materials from the NLS each week.
2.00pm is the regular time set aside for selection of legal deposit accessions from the
NLS with the Reader Services Librarian. We look for legal content at a professional
level, including legal history and academic legal works. Legal deposit materials form a
key resource for the library; this particular week we accepted 32 titles, the majority
being foreign or international jurisdictions, with a few useful English titles.
Once we know the volume of legal deposit material received I can assign the week’s
cataloguing priorities amongst my team, and discuss any further priorities before we
get started on the regular tasks for the week.
Cataloguing, occasionally interrupted by emails or queries, takes me through to
5.00pm, but that is not the end of my day. I have a late duty to 6.30pm - as one of the
senior staff members I cover enquiry desk duties on an infrequent but regular basis.
Luckily tonight the enquiries play to my strengths; as a cataloguer I like searching out
facts, documents, etc., and have a good feel for searching through different types of
databases and the WWW.
Finally, enquiries completed, I can go home to relax looking out over views of the Forth
estuary… until tomorrow.
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Bursary Winners’ Reports
Every year, BIALL awards a number of bursaries to enable members to attend the
conference. Some of this year’s winners have reported back from Harrogate to let us
know what they thought. If you are interested in finding out more about the bursaries
that BIALL offers, please visit the Awards and Bursaries Committee page on the
website.

Contributors:
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Catherine Taylor,
Learning & Teaching
Services Librarian at
University of Leicester

YiWen Hon,
MA Librarianship
student at the
University of Sheffield

Zoe Melling,
Librarian at the Legal
Aid Board in Dublin

Susanne Mysen,
Head Librarian at
Advokatfirmaet
Wiersholm AS

Sarah Robinson,
Masters student
(Library and Information
Studies) at UCL

Kristel Petrou,
Legal Information
Specialist at Cleary
Gottlieb Steen &
Hamilton LLP

Louise Moyes,
Assistant Librarian at
Advocates Library,
Edinburgh

Katie Carter,
Legal Reference
Librarian (Maternity
Cover), Bodleian Law
Library

Karen Bates,
Library Manager
(Manchester &
Liverpool) at BPP
University

Elaine Wintle,
Information Officer at
Blackstone Chambers

Annette Ramsden,
Senior Information
Officer at the University
of Central Lancashire

Ann Byrne,
Law, Official
Publications & EDC
Librarian at University
College Cork

Bursary Winners’ Reports - continued
So you’ve negotiated
land, sea or air to get
to Harrogate.
What was your overall
experience of the
conference, your
accommodation and
the city during your
stay?

Catherine Taylor: I really enjoyed attending the conference and am very grateful to BIALL
for the bursary to attend. I found the conference well planned and the sessions
complemented one another without being at all repetitive on the big data theme.
The Keynote speakers were all superb and the topics they covered were engaging and
thought provoking. All the attendees (and speakers) were really friendly and willing to
share their knowledge and experience with me as a novice law librarian. I had never
visited Harrogate before the conference and took the chance to explore the beautiful
streets (including a visit to the public library) and indulge in some window shopping!
Susanne Mysen: I flew from Oslo, Norway, to Manchester, where I stayed for one night
before I came up through the beautiful scenery to Harrogate by train. I thoroughly
enjoyed Harrogate and its surroundings. Yorkshire is a lovely area, and so I fully
understand why Tour de France will be starting here this year - the first stage of the race
ends in Harrogate. During my stay, I visited several villages, and I would very much like to
return one day. The conference had plenty of interesting seminars
to choose from, even for an overseas delegate like myself.
Annette Ramsden: I haven’t visited Harrogate for years and had
forgotten how beautiful and historic it was. A lovely spa town with
lots of green open spaces to walk around when not in the
conference; coupled with the glorious sunshine it made a great
impression and I will definitely return to see more. The added
bonus was the excitement engendered by the imminent Tour de
France ‘Grand Depart’ in Yorkshire and everything was cycling crazy with buildings
adorned with jersey bunting and painted bikes, not forgetting the themed treats available
from Betty’s Tea Rooms! The Majestic Hotel had an imposing vista as I arrived and it
certainly lived up to expectations. The grandeur that the name implied was borne out by
the décor and the facilities including the excellent pool and gym. The conference itself
was as good as I anticipated, the speakers were varied but informative and certainly
enhanced my professional knowledge, as well as having the opportunity to network with
my fellow librarians in person, including the Irish contingent who
welcomed me into their group. This was my first BIALL conference
and I would like to thank BIALL for offering me a bursary to attend.
Sarah Robinson: On Wednesday afternoon I left behind a hot and
sticky London and began my journey to Harrogate. It was my first
time in the town and I was impressed by how lovely it was - you can
definitely see why it was voted happiest place to live two years
running. I was put up in the Majestic Hotel, a beautiful Victorian building a short distance
from the conference centre. I didn’t get to spend too much time relaxing at the hotel
however, as my days were filled with interesting talks, networking opportunities and the
evening entertainments. I ended the three days having met a lot of people, learnt a lot
about the profession, and eaten a lot of Betty’s fondant fancies. I enjoyed every moment
of the conference and am very grateful to BIALL’s Awards and Bursaries Committee for
giving me the opportunity to attend.
Elaine Wintle: Harrogate is a great place to stay – gateway to the Dales and loads of
shops! And let’s not forget the restaurants and tea rooms. Fondant fancy anyone?
Forget big data – these Tour de France themed delights were the keynote of BIALL 2014.
YiWen Hon: This was my first opportunity to attend a big library conference and I had an
overwhelmingly positive experience overall. The hotel was lovely, much nicer than I was
expecting even, and Harrogate is a beautiful town. I found the conference itself a brilliant
learning experience, with lots of really useful practical tips and ideas that really inspired
me. Before the conference, I was a little worried about not knowing anyone, but everyone
was very friendly, and I have made some really valuable professional contacts. I found
that following the #BIALL2014 conversation online really added to the value of the
experience overall, and it was also nice to be able to meet people from Twitter in person.
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Bursary Winners’ Reports - continued
Ann Byrne: This was my second BIALL conference, so unlike last year, when I was a
little apprehensive this year I arrived for my early flight from Dublin airport with
excitement. I met three other BIALL members from Ireland on the flight and we
conveniently shared a taxi from Leeds to Harrogate. Too early to check in I wandered
around Harrogate in glorious sunshine and had coffee in the beautiful Valley Gardens.
These gardens became a popular spot for conference goers and there were sightings
in the gardens of the BIALL bags at lunchtime on both days!
Katie Carter: A packed schedule! Between all the sessions, evening events, vendors
and networking I didn't see much of Harrogate, so I really enjoyed the conference hotel,
which had that turn-of-the-century grandeur Harrogate evokes. It didn't hurt that
various suppliers had Betty's goodies on offer in the exhibition either!
Kristel Petrou: My journey to BIALL commenced on the Wednesday evening, where a
fellow BIALL conference delegate and I caused mild chaos by rearranging the entire
Coach C on the packed 18.00 from King’s Cross, so we could sit together and catch up
on the journey to Harrogate! Upon arrival we swiftly navigated our way to our respective
hotels (the aptly named Majestic Hotel for me) then I went exploring the delightful city
to do reconnaissance on the location of the conference centre, dinner venues, and the
all important Betty's Tea Rooms where my BIALL buddy and I also enjoyed Afternoon
Tea on the Saturday. With my incredibly average sense of direction, I must say
Harrogate was a wonderfully easy city to navigate and definitely a perfect conference
city with the close proximity of hotels to conference centre, dinner venues and shops.
Louise Moyes: I really enjoyed this year’s conference. I was fortunate to have a lovely
room in the wonderful historic Majestic Hotel. There were a number of very good
speakers in a very packed programme. Everyone was very friendly and helpful with
plenty of opportunities to network. Harrogate is a very attractive city. It was abuzz with
excitement regarding the coming Tour de France, with colourful bicycles and teddy
bears dressed as riders everywhere you looked. I found time to recharge my batteries
by enjoying an hour in the sunshine with a fat rascal from Bettys in some nearby
gardens.
Karen Bates: The overall experience of my first time at BIALL was
great – it was lovely to stay in the main conference hotel, where I
had a really comfortable room and managed to squeeze in one
quick visit to the pool & sauna! We were just down the road from
the conference venue, and as lots of other delegates were also in
the same hotel, it made it really easy to spot others who were
attending conference and walk to the venue/hotel together.
Harrogate was a fantastic location – such a picturesque and
interesting place, and the great weather helped too!
Zoe Melling: I loved Harrogate with its picturesque town centre,
leafy green spaces, independent shops and vibrant café culture.
I wasn’t surprised to learn that it is officially the happiest place to
live in the UK! The hotel lived up to its Majestic title and I
particularly liked the sunny terrace which I utilised day and night.
I found the conference very inspiring with an energetic vibe and
plenty of big ideas to go with the big data theme. There is no
substitute for face-to-face contact and I enjoyed meeting
colleagues in person as well as connecting virtually via Twitter. I was determined not to
be a victim of the “digital dementia” referred to by Phil Bradley in his keynote
presentation, so I ditched my satellite tracking gadgets to explore the city and
surrounds with nothing more high-tech than a tatty old pair of running shoes!
Fortunately I was able to rely on friendly locals to steer me back on track when I got
lost.
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Bursary Winners’ Reports - continued
If you’re an early bird
you may have attended
the pre-conference
seminar. How was this?

Ann Byrne: I was fortunate to attend the pre-conference seminar which was a very
engaging talk by Karen Blakeman. She was enthusiastic and highly informative on the
topic of Open Data. Her frustration with the problems which serious researchers face
in this “Brave New World” was evident. The slides from her presentation are definitely
worth a look as she gives some very useful information on interpreting data which is so
readily available and making sure that it is reliable. She also gave
lots of helpful suggestions on avoiding the personalisation of
research results while using Google and she also had some good
suggestions on alternative search engines to Google.
Catherine Taylor: Karen Blakeman’s pre-conference seminar set the
scene for the rest of the conference. I came away with lots of tips for
searching and ideas to follow up on and will be following the ‘right to
forget’ story with interest.
Annette Ramsden: The pre-conference seminar by Karen Blakeman was highly
informative and useful and well worth attending. She demonstrated that she has her
finger on the pulse in regard to the evolving nature of search engine strategies and
provided numerous relevant and pertinent sources, tips and tricks for optimising
information location and retrieval which I will definitely utilise. The ‘right to be
forgotten’ ruling discussion (which was also highlighted by other speakers at the
conference) was very helpful too.
Zoe Melling: I didn’t attend the pre-conference seminar but didn’t
miss out altogether thanks to updates from colleagues and Twitter.
I also checked out Karen’s slides which were helpfully made available
online shortly after the session.
Susanne Mysen: It is always useful to have the latest news about
search engines. They change all the time, so it's had to keep up.
It was good also to receive information
about useful websites. Karen Blakeman is
very knowledgeable.

What were the
highlights in this year’s
parallel sessions you
attended and why did
these prove useful?

Kristel Petrou: The highlight parallel session for me was the presentation by Erin Gow
from Middle Temple Library on "Research and the Professional: Navigating a Spectrum
of Legal Resources". Coming from both an Education and Library background, Erin's
session was a refreshing presentation on how to motivate legal professionals when
doing research. The session oulined key discoveries from her research on the subject,
that I have already seen evidence of in one day back at the firm (i.e. lawyers like to
keep things simple and don't appreciate multi-volume texts or supplements). I am
inspired to return to basics with my training sessions now (training
on keyword searching, synonyms), and commit to more targeted
training to increase information literacy.
Annette Ramsden: I enjoyed the plenary sessions on the theme of
the conference - data. Having heard Phil Bradley speak on several
occasions I am always amazed at his breadth of knowledge,
Adrian Weckler’s talk on technology gave me food for
thought, as did Andy Williamson on how data is utilised
and manipulated. It was interesting to hear from Linda
Jones how the University of Portsmouth had embedded an
e-book in their course delivery programme, plus I will be
taking a few tips from Erin Gow when planning my future
information literacy sessions with my students.
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Bursary Winners’ Reports - continued
Louise Moyes: The highlights for me included Dr. Andy Williamson’s excellent session
on ‘Big Data: What it means for Government and Society’ which got me thinking about
the benefits and challenges that big data creates, not only as an information
professional but as a citizen. The session ‘Foreign, Comparative and
International Law Collections in the UK: Sharing Resources, Networks, and
Good Practice’ was very practical and identified sources of information I
can use in dealing with enquires for this type of material in the future.
I took something away from every session I attended and look forward to
sharing this with colleagues.
Ann Byrne: As an academic librarian I was delighted to attend Erin Grow’s insightful
presentation on her role as a legal resources trainer. She emphasised the
importance of assessing the skills levels of a class. She gave lots of
interesting advice around the importance of ensuring that the basics are
covered in training as people often overestimate their own abilities.
From her background in education she noticed that there was little or no
mention of education theory amongst librarians. It was great to see a
session on Irish law at this year’s conference. John Furlong gave a very
clear and succinct overview of the Irish legal system. John did ask the Irish contingent
not to ask any awkward questions!!
Zoe Melling: It was difficult to choose from the parallel sessions as there were so
many that interested me, but I got a taste of some of those I didn’t make it to via
Twitter. Highlights of the sessions I attended included John Furlong’s
excellent overview of the Irish legal system and sources of law in Ireland
(which I was relieved to discover didn’t include anything unfamiliar to me!)
and Gill Watt’s practical session on project management which was tailored
for participants and included useful tips on aligning goals with organisational
priorities and how to keep projects on track.
YiWen Hon: I found the sessions by Daniel Hoadley and Andy Williamson particularly
useful for me. Because I do not have a strong background in legal
information, it has always seemed a mystifying tangle; Daniel's talk
provided an insight into why there are such a wide variety of different
sources available and helped make it all a little more comprehensible.
Andy Williamson's talk, which touched on privacy issues and the
increasing commercialisation of personal data, was highly relevant to the
dissertation that I'm currently working on, and I managed to pick up lots of
really useful and interesting leads.
Katie Carter: I found the session on the tension between open justice and
privacy in Jersey really interesting, and for me it was a very potent example
of the same themes from the plenary sessions. On a completely different
note, the practical tips for project management from Gillian Watt's session
were a very useful set of guidelines for future projects.
Sarah Robinson: I was really impressed with all the speakers but I
particularly enjoyed Erin Gow’s session on ‘Research and the Professional:
Navigating a Spectrum of Legal Resources’. Erin spoke about law students
and practitioners’ lack of legal research skills and the information
profession’s role in addressing that. Information literacy is a topic I find
really interesting and I thought Erin’s call for more discussion of
educational theory within the Library and Information profession was a
sensible one
Susanne Mysen: This was the first time I attended this conference.
I cannot highlight one particular session; I found the whole conference to
be very professionally inspiring. The session for new and overseas
delegates was very useful and I liked the way it was carried out.
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Bursary Winners’ Reports - continued
Elaine Wintle: The parallel sessions I chose – on the smaller jurisdictions were almost
as good as a Betty’s afternoon tea! I only heard of one session that wasn’t
considered good where the speaker provided incorrect information.
Catherine Taylor: I found all the parallel sessions useful for giving a practical
context to the Keynote speakers. Of particular note for me were Erin Gow and
Linda Jones’s sessions. Erin’s session looked at the work she had done in the
Middle Temple on identifying research skill training needs and approaches to
the training for tackling those needs. Linda discussed the use of an
e-textbook in an introductory law module in her session and
discussed feedback received on this approach.

What about the
exhibition and product
demonstrations? A
chance for some serious
networking or a quick
catch-up with vendors?
And did you get your
hands on any of the
prizes on offer?

Zoe Melling: The exhibition stands are great for keeping up-to-date with recent product
developments and are also an excellent source of essential stationery items such as
notebooks, USB sticks and glow-in-the-dark pens! Not to mention the myriad
opportunities for a sugar fix - supplemented by the small but extremely calorific cake I
won in a game of roulette! The new “Saturday Kitchen” format worked very well,
providing a chance for exhibitors to take centre stage and helping prevent “conference
fatigue” syndrome for presenters and delegates alike. I was the lucky recipient of a
hamper of goodies from the famous Betty’s Tearooms, courtesy of Oxford University
Press.
Karen Bates: I thought the exhibition was really well organised, and had a great variety
of stands. The passport, in which you had to collect a sticker from each stand, was a
great idea! It worked as a good record of everywhere you had visited, plus provided a
good excuse to go and chat to people even when you didn’t know who/what their
business was. Almost all of the stands were running a raffle or competition of some
kind – I won a Betty’s cake, and also a set of (legal themed) rubber ducks!
Ann Byrne: The exhibitions and product demonstrations are a very important part of
the conference for me. As I am based in Cork, Ireland, I don’t often get a chance to
meet and chat with vendors face to face. I made lots of contacts who have already
been in touch with me offering support with new and old products. I did manage to fill
out my Exhibition Passport, with all 37 flags from each stand and was duly rewarded by
winning not one, but two prizes. I hope my luck holds out and I get to attend Brighton
next year!!
Katie Carter: I was quite sad that I didn't manage to get round all the vendors for the
passport competition (that packed schedule...) but it was still a useful mix of in-depth
discussion, quick catch-ups and goodies, and
interesting products - I spent half-an-hour looking at
how to get the best out of our Sabinet subscription, got
cake at the OUP stand, and was only the second person
at the conference we couldn't find on Tracesmart.
Kristel Petrou: The Exhibition Passport challenge was a
great incentive to have dynamic discussions with
current and potential vendors. I was a total loser on the
prize front unfortunately though (if no-one claims the
Hammicks Barrister ducks I'll happily make room for
them in my library!).
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Bursary Winners’ Reports - continued
Susanne Mysen: We buy books from several of the publishers attending the exhibition.
I visited their stands and had a chat to them about ordering procedures, electronic
books etc. For me it was very useful and nice to meet people and put a face to the
names I have been e-mailing for so long.
YiWen Hon: As I am almost completely new to law librarianship, I saw the exhibition
more as an opportunity to find out more about the different products and services that
make up the legal information landscape, than as a networking exercise. I didn't
manage to win any of the prizes on offer, sadly, but left the conference with more pens
and notepads than I know what to do with!
Sarah Robinson: I spent the gaps between the talks wandering round the exhibition
hall. Although I’m quite a way off having any buying power, I still took the chance to
have a quick chat with the vendors and see what sort of products were around. I also
took the opportunity to enter all the draws (using the DIY business cards at the back of
the conference brochure, having come without any myself!). Unfortunately this didn’t
actually lead to winning any prizes but I made the most of the promotional freebies
and now have a lifetime supply of pens, notebooks and mints.
Elaine Wintle: Whilst cruising the exhibition for flags, we could talk to suppliers known
and previously unknown, enter their competitions (thanks Bloomsbury for the books!)
and discover new products. We could return home with our body weight in pens, pads,
computer accessories etc.

And let’s not forget the
evening events: let us
know what you enjoyed
most? Please tell all…

YiWen Hon: The dancing! I did not expect a library conference to feature quite so much
dancing; it was really fun to see everyone having a good time and letting their hair
down.
Ann Byrne: I was fortunate enough to attend all three nights out. It is such a lovely way
to meet up and chat (and dance) with colleagues. The Annual Dinner, which was
sponsored by Thomson Reuters was held in the Royal Hall, a beautifully restored
theatre. It was an amazing venue and looks great in the photos. My thanks again, to
BIALL for the bursary which allowed me the opportunity to attend this conference.
Sarah Robinson: The evening entertainments were an excellent opportunity to meet
and chat with some more attendants in a relaxed setting. The highlight was the BIALL
Annual Dinner on the Friday night. The food was lovely, the setting (Harrogate’s Royal
Hall) was beautiful and the band was great - an excellent ending to my first conference.
Louise Moyes: I attended the Justis party in the famous Bettys. We were given a
training session on icing and then the opportunity to ice our own biscuit and fondant.
Mine turned out quite well considering I had never done it before! The first dinner of
the conference was conveniently held in my hotel and the meal was very good.
The Royal Hall was an unusual and very attractive historic building in which to hold the
second evening’s event and I thought that the live music was excellent.
Annette Ramsden: The evening events were fantastic. The Justis cake-decorating party
at Betty’s Tea Rooms was unusual but entertaining as we mastered our piping
techniques. Both the dinners; Thursday in the Majestic Hotel and Friday in the
sumptuous Royal Hall were wonderful, and the added bonus was winning the prize of
Marks & Spencer vouchers!
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Bursary Winners’ Reports - continued
Catherine Taylor: The First Night Dinner and the BIALL Annual Dinner were both lovely
occasions with great meals and opportunities to meet and chat with people. The setting
for the Annual Dinner in Harrogate’s Royal Hall was simply stunning, and it was even
further enhanced by the strings of mini knitted cycling jerseys around the room!
I also went to the pre-conference Justis party at Betty’s which was a great
opportunity to meet people before the conference proper– I can honestly say I never
thought I would get the chance to ice biscuits at a conference!
Susanne Mysen: The evening events gave me the opportunity to meet new
colleagues. It doesn't matter if you work in a law firm in Norway, as I do, or in
England or Ireland – the challenges are the same. I was seated at a table with some
very nice people on both evenings, and made new friends. I enjoyed myself
thoroughly. I am very grateful to Kluwer Law International for giving me this bursary
so that I could have the opportunity to attend this inspiring, interesting and highly
useful conference. I would very much like to return.
Elaine Wintle: For an oldie, the gap between conference and dinners was too short
but they were both enjoyable as were the drinks later on when we could put the
world of legal information to rights with friends old and new.
Kristel Petrou: The dinners on both evenings were a great opportunity to meet
delegates, vendors and presenters and enjoy a glass of wine and some lovely food.
The setting of the Royal Hall was lovely and the first night's dinner was at my hotel which
was very convenient. The vegetarian options for both dinners were quite good too.
Karen Bates: The evening events were a lovely part of the conference experience – the
first night event was held in the Majestic Hotel, and was a very nice meal in a relaxed
environment. The highlight though was the main conference dinner on the Friday night –
the setting of The Royal Hall was stunning, and the food and drink were all
delicious! It was lovely to see the annual awards presented, and to take part in a
charity raffle for a really worthwhile local charity. There was a live band for the
evening’s entertainment, which were great!
Zoe Melling: Both evenings were very enjoyable and we were wined, dined and
entertained in style. The aubergine rolls on Thursday night were the highlight of the
vegetarian menu and made a welcome change from the standard goat’s cheese
offering which is one of the few foods I really dislike! I also met lots of interesting
new people and indulged in some non-library related networking. The Royal Hall
venue for the Friday night dinner lived up to the usual palatial standard, and I
succeeded in saving some chocolates for my colleagues back in the office! I also
managed to squeeze in a couple of sessions on the dance floor without compromising
my much-needed beauty sleep.
Katie Carter: The venue for the President's Dinner was pretty special, but the best bit is
always talking late into the night with old friends and new colleagues... and staying in
the conference hotel was particularly appreciated at the end of the night!
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BIALL, CLSIG & SLA Europe
Graduate Open Day
Mark Pexton, is Library Assistant at Herbert Smith Freehills LLP.
The Graduate Open Day, held on 10th April, was an exciting event that showcased the
wealth of opportunities that lie ahead for those entering the profession. The range of
jobs discussed was broad as well as the range of people attending; from newly
qualified to those just beginning their careers, from jobs in newspapers to those in a
legal setting. All this was mixed with chances to chat to other attendees and speakers
as well as a choice of two tours at IALS or the Weiner library.
The focus was not just on the legal sector, though there was plenty of exploration of
what you could do if you chose this direction. An important part of the day was Donald
Lickley from Sue Hill's talk on strategies for gaining employment including tips for CVs
and interviews. He also spoke about matching your natural skills to jobs and that there
are an increasing number of opportunities available following the recession.

Mark Pexton

Within the legal sector speakers spoke about both the academic and commercial
environments. In the commercial, Sandra Smythe from Mishcon de Reya opened the
day with a fascinating story of her journey through different firms to her current role.
Both Sandra and recently qualified Marie Cannon, now of Norton Rose Fulbright, spoke
particularly of how law firms were often very good cultures to be in, and that popular
misconceptions about this had become outdated. Sandra also described the typical
library work activities performed. Emily Allbon in contrast discussed her role at City
University where, as well as dealing with day-to-day student queries, she had over her
many years at the university created the Lawbore legal learning site and undertaken
lots of activities in the life of the department such as moots.
In other sectors, Simon Barron brought a philosophical as well as technical perspective
to his work as a systems librarian at the University of London. He described his work
with open source library programs and how it combined the ethical values of
librarianship with technical skills enabling him to fulfill any library's mission of making
information easy to find. Richard Nelsson from The Guardian revealed the work his
team does in researching news stories and producing fact files for publication, showing
us a really interesting area of information work we might not have thought of.
Katharine Schopflin from MDU introduced another dimension, that of knowledge
management with her experience dealing with professionals at all levels of seniority to
help preserve and utilise firms' knowledge. Jacky Berry from BMA spoke about her long
career in many different types of sector and the opportunities available to make a
difference to your organisation by ignoring librarian stereotypes and being proactively
engaged with the user community.
We were left with an impression of how we could become involved in our chosen
profession and contribute both in our jobs and the wider professional community.
Marie Cannon described how she used social media to interact, inform and be
informed as well as attending professional events to engage in current debate. The day
was rounded up with a panel discussion focusing on transferable skills between roles
in a library career. We then headed to the pub and continued to discuss issues raised
during the day.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki?
Alicja Surmiak, PR & Promotions Committee.
The How do I? wiki - http://biallpr.pbworks.com is a collection of useful answers to
common and unusual research questions. Many are answers to questions posted on
the Lis-Law or BIALL e-mail distribution list so if you do post a question, summarising
the results afterwards can help build the wiki and help share information between us.
The wiki is an excellent place to look if you are stuck on an enquiry or simply don’t
know where to start looking.

Alicja Surmiak

The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member can
edit the wiki by requesting access which can be done from the wiki homepage. You
can also suggest pages or changes to content by contacting any one of the PR
Committee or by using the Contact the Owner link at the bottom of every page.
The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation,
Company Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a
search facility in the top right corner of the home screen.

New or updated pages
• Copyright of judgments
This page has been created following a discussion on Lis-Law about posting the
judgment in a case on a blog which had been obtained from a subscription database.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
• Employment Tribunal cases
Anneli has updated the guidance on obtaining older Employment Tribunal (ET)
judgments. A statutory provision stating that the Lord Chancellor was to delete any
entry in the register six years from the date of judgment was removed by the
Amendment No 2 Regulations (2014 No 611). The archive is still in Bury St Edmunds
and they are in talks with the National Archives over the legality of disposal. For the
present time, the usual route of obtaining ET judgments as described in the wiki still
applies if your case is over six years old.

• Law Society Library – Lawdocs
The page has been updated to reflect the change to contact details for the Law Society
Library.

Statistics!
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For the last two months we've had 1,686 users accessing the wiki. Over 80% from the
UK – next highest territory is US at nearly 3%. Ireland is less than 1%. Employment
Tribunal cases is still the most popular page, as is Asylum and Immigration Appeal
Tribunal decisions. Superseded material (list of organisation accepting old law books)
is also up there as a popular page.

On the Spot
Jane Condie, in Reader Services at
the Advocates Library, Edinburgh,
is put On the Spot:
Q What’s the funniest thing ever said to you by a library user?
Recently a happy enquirer said "Thanks for the help! I owe you
a gin". If that was my standard payment for assistance I'd be a
puddle on the floor by lunchtime!
Q Where in the world would be your favourite place to read the Newsletter?
My favourite place to read anything is under a shady tree on a sunny day.
Q Where’s the strangest place you’ve seen a library?
On Lamma Island, Hong Kong. The little public library is near the pier on the outskirts of Yung Shue Wan village, shaded
by lovely, tall trees. It’s not so much strange as very, very beautiful.
Q Have you any tattoos?
No - but only because I haven't found an image I felt I could live with for the rest
of my life.
Q What is your favourite app on your smartphone?
Sadly, it's Facebook. I practically live on there. Second place goes to a running
app/game called ‘Zombies, Run!’. It's a kind of audio game that plays through
your headphones as you run - interspersed with your own playlist. It’s set after
the zombie apocalypse and your task is to collect supplies while avoiding
wandering zombies. It's really fun – and nothing gets me sprinting through the
woods like the sound of a zombie attack!
Q Which character from a children’s book do you wish was real?
Winnie the Pooh, definitely. I'd love to go exploring the Hundred Acre Wood,
hunting heffalumps and talking nonsense with Pooh.
Q For the impending zombie apocalypse, what will be your weapon of
choice and why?
My running shoes – see above.
Q If you could invent one thing, what would it be?
I want to invent a device that would deliver an electric shock, or similar
punishment, down the line to unsolicited tele-sales people. Does that
make me a bad person?
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Q If your house was on fire, which item would you save and why?
My pink bunnyrabbit, Bengie. He’s been with me since I was born so I’d hate to lose him now.
Q What’s one of the scariest things you’ve ever done?
I recently took up skiing. For years the idea of strapping myself to some sticks and throwing myself off a mountain just
seemed like craziness to me. The first time I put on my skies and took off down an actual slope (rather than the flat
places they use for beginners runs) was utterly terrifying. Happily, I survived.

About me
Since I became a librarian I’ve had various incarnations: public library assistant; school librarian; and now Reader Services
in a busy law library.
My specialties are: locating old cases and even older legislation (especially Acts of the pre-1707 Scottish Parliament);
answering 'unusual' enquiries; positive communication; and IT whispering
Jane A Condie
Reader Services
Advocates Library
http://www.advocates.org.uk
http://veryfinelibrary.wordpress.com
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Editors

New Members
STEPHEN WHEELER
Pinsent Masons
3 Colmore Circus
Birmingham
B4 6BH
Tel: 0121 629 1627
Email:
Stephen.Wheeler@pinsentmasons.com

BARBARA BLAKE
Norton Rose Fulbright LLP
3 More London Riverside
London SE1 2AQ
Tel: 020 7283 6000
Email: Barbara.Blake@nortonrose.com

The following new members were approved at the April
Council meeting:

Law Firm
Anne Coles,
Mishcon de Reya Solicitors, London
Robert Murphy
Lewis Silkin LLP, London

Academic
Joan Colvin,
Dublin Business School, Dublin
Katie Carter,
Bodleian Law Library, Oxford

GRANT HOOD
Sidley Austin LLP
Woolgate Exchange
25 Basinghall Street
London
EC2V 5HA
Tel: 020 7360 3775
Email: ghood@sidley.com

Government
Farah Wise
Supreme Court of the UK, London
Louise Galligan
Director of Public Prosecutions, Dublin

Professional Society
LINDSAY ROBINSON
Bodleian Law Library
St Cross Building
Manor Road
Oxford
OX1 3UR
Tel: 01865 271466
Email:
lindsay.robinson@bodleian.ox.ac.uk

SARAH GODWIN
Herbert Smith Freehills LLP
Exchange House
Primrose Street
London
EC2A 2EG
Tel: 0207 466 3141
Email: sarah.godwin@hsf.com

SARAH WHEELER
Lincoln’s Inn Library
Lincoln's Inn
London
WC2A 3TN
Tel: 020 7242 4371
Email:
sarah.wheeler@lincolnsinn.org.uk

Stephen Reid
The Bar Library, Belfast

Other
John Miller
African Law Library/Globalethics.net, London
Denise Watkins
Freelance, Warwickshire
The following new Institutional members were approved by
Council on 4th April 2014
University of Roehampton, London

Forthcoming Events
As of this edition of the Newsletter, going forward please refer to
the Events Calendar on the BIALL website for details of
forthcoming events.
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Kluwer Law International
250 Waterloo Road, First floor
SE1 8RD London, United Kingdom
John.Planck@kluwerlaw.com
Sheena.Nathwani@kluwerlaw.com

In addition to the contributors acknowledged in the text, we would like to thank
Martin West martinwestdesign@btinternet.com for his help in producing this issue.
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September and November.
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represent the official position of the Association.

